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Hi,

Over the years, People have asked us about the adult sections to the site and if there?s an option to
turn them off in a user account. We had a recent request for this same thing and really thought about
it how to work around our software.

Well we still do not have the ability to make it a user controlled in your accounts. But the admin do
have the ability to make the change on your accounts.  

So for those of you that does not wish to have access to our adult gallery. You can simply sign up to
this thread or send one of the moderators a PM or E-mail and ask us to change your accounts
access to the site. 

This change is semi-permanent, you would have to request an admin to change it back if you ever
changed your mind. 

Now this would be completely voluntary and would not change the rule that every member has to be
at least 18 years old or more. But for those of you that do not like the adult gallery and have no
desire to see it, we can make that happen for you. Or for those of you that surf the site at work
regularly and don't want the occasional boob on screen this is an option for you as well. This change
would be for the adult content in the adult gallery only and would not effect the fan fiction section.
since the two adult content is mixed with regular content for our fan fiction we can not remove the
ability to see one with out the other at this point. 

So far this isn't an option for gold members as they have a much larger access then the other
members that include other sections of the site that may or may not include adult content so I wasn't
sure if gold members would like to have a change as well. If you are a gold member please contact
me and we can discuss different options. 

So again if you want your Heromorph to not have the adult gallery please either reply this thread,
send one of the moderators a PM, or E-mail and ask us to change your accounts access to the site. 

Thank you
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